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CUSTOM DIGITAL COMPONENTS device ; generating , by the one or more servers , multiple 
real - time requests including : identifying , based on a map 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED ping of application data to installed SDKs in a data structure , 
APPLICATION a set of SDKs that are installed in the application that 

5 initiated the request at the client device ; including , in each 
This application is a National Stage Application under 35 real - time request , data specifying the set of SDKs that are 

U . S . C . § 371 and claims the benefit of International Appli installed in the application that initiated the request at the 
cation No . PCT / US2017 / 016220 , filed Feb . 2 , 2017 . The client device ; transmitting , over a network by the one or 
disclosure of the foregoing application is hereby incorpo more servers , each real - time request to a corresponding 
rated by reference in its entirety . 10 third - party digital component provider ; and receiving , by the 

one or more servers , a set of responses to the multiple 
BACKGROUND real - time requests from the corresponding third party digital 

component providers , selecting , by the one or more servers , 
The present specification relates to processing digital a particular response from the set of responses to transmit to 

components . 15 the client device responsive to the request for the digital 
The internet facilitates the exchange of information component ; and transmitting , by the one or more servers , the 

between users across the globe . This exchange of informa particular response to the first SDK with instructions speci 
tion enables processing of requests for content such as fying which SDK installed at the client device is required to 
digital components . In some situations , the content can be render a digital component included in the particular 
called by demand sources to render the content at a client 20 response . 
device . Other implementations of this and other aspects include 

corresponding systems , apparatus , and computer programs , 
SUMMARY configured to perform the actions of the methods , encoded 

on computer storage devices . 
In some implementations , methods of the present disclo - 25 Implementations may each optionally include one or more 

sure include processing requests for rendering digital com - of the following features . For instance , the methods can 
ponents at client devices . For example , the methods can include identifying , within the one or more data fields , 
include receiving a request for a digital component from a encrypted data that was generated by a second SDK installed 
software development kit ( SDK ) that is installed at a client at the client device , and wherein when generating the 
device . The SDK can be a set of software development tools 30 multiple real - time requests , the encrypted data is included in 
that enable the creation of applications for a particular a particular one of the real - time requests sent to a particular 
platform of the client device . The SDK can include source one of the third - parties that is authorized to decrypt the 
code , development tools , an emulator , libraries , and the like , encrypted data generated by the second SDK . In this 
to build application for the particular platform . The request instance , the methods can also include transmitting the 
can be examined by one or more servers to identify an 35 particular real - time request to the particular third - party 
application that initiated the request at the client device . The digital component provider without decrypting the 
servers can be configured to generate real - time requests encrypted data . 
based on the request for the digital component from the The methods can further include accessing the mapping of 
SDK . Each of the real - time requests can include information application data to installed SDKs , identifying , within the 
such as a set of other SDKs installed in the identified 40 mapping , the application specified in the application data 
application . The real - time requests can be transmitted to and a version of the application that initiated the request , and 
third - party digital component providers within a particular identifying the set of SDKs that are mapped to the applica 
amount of time following the receipt of the initial request tion and the version of the application that initiated the 
from the client device . The real - time requests can be trans - request . In this instance , the methods can further include 
mitted to the third - party digital component providers in 45 identifying , from a response log stored in a data structure , 
series , in parallel , or any combination thereof . Further , the previous responses that were previously provided to the 
initial request can indicate an amount of time in which a version of the application in response to previous requests 
digital component is required to be provided to the client that were initiated by the version of the application , identi 
device . In response to transmitting the real - time requests for fying , from the previous responses , a set of multiple different 
a digital component to the third - party digital component 50 SDKs that were specified in the previous responses , and 
providers , the servers can be configured to receive responses mapping each SDK in the set of multiple different SDKs to 
from the third - party digital component providers . The serv - the version of the application in the data structure . 
ers can also be configured to select a particular response to In certain aspects , the methods can include transmitting 
transmit to the client device in order to fulfil the initial instructions specifying an application programming inter 
request from the client device . In certain aspects , the par - 55 face ( API ) call to render the digital component included in 
ticular response can include the digital component as well as the particular response . The methods can also include trans 
instructions specifying a certain SDK installed at the client mitting , over a network by the one or more servers , each 
device to render the digital component . real - time request to a corresponding third party digital 

One innovative aspect of the subject matter described in component provider comprises transmitting the particular 
this specification is embodied in methods that include the 60 real - time request to the particular third - party digital com 
actions of receiving , from a client device , a request for a ponent provider without decrypting the encrypted data . In 
digital component that was generated by a first software some aspects , the methods can include providing control of 
development kit ( SDK ) installed at the client device ; exam the presentation of the custom digital component to the 
ining , by one or more custom digital component servers , one particular SDK . 
or more data fields of the request , including : identifying , 65 The methods can further include transmitting each real 
within the one or more data fields , application data speci - time request to a corresponding third - party digital compo 
fying an application that initiated the request at the client nent provider comprises not transmitting the particular real 
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time request to third - parties that are not authorized to server . The real - time requests can be transmitted to a plu 
decrypt the encrypted data generated by the second SDK , rality of third - party digital component providers . The server 
receiving the set of responses to the multiple real - time can receive responses to the real - time requests from the 
requests from the corresponding third party digital compo third - party digital component providers . The responses can 
nent providers comprises receiving a given response in the 5 include digital components such as custom digital compo 
set specifies a particular SDK , other than the first SDK , that nents that require custom rendering by specific SDKs . The 
is required to render a particular digital component included responses can be received by the server and then the server 
in the given response , and transmitting the given response as may be configured to select a particular response of the 
the particular response , wherein the particular SDK is responses to fulfill the initial request . In this instance , the 
required to render the particular digital component included 10 selected response may be transmitted from the server to a 
in the given response . client device for rendering a particular digital component 

Advantageous implementations can include one or more associated with the selected response by a specified SDK . 
of the following features . The methods allow for digital As used throughout this document , the phrase " digital 
component requests to be sent in parallel to the different component ” refers to a discrete unit of digital content or 
networks , thereby reducing the latency experienced with the 15 digital information ( e . g . , a video clip , audio clip , multimedia 
client side mediation , whilst ensuring that multiple SDKs clip , image , text , or another unit of content ) . A digital 
are supported , in contrast to the use of one SDK in methods component can be stored electronically in a physical 
of real - time bidding . In other words , when an application at memory device as a single file or in a collection of files , and 
a client device issues a request for a digital component , it digital components can take the form of video files , audio 
may be desirable to receive responses to the request from 20 files , multimedia files , image files , or text files and include 
third party digital component providers associated with a advertising information , such that an advertisement is a type 
plurality of different SDKs . Thus , the methods can be used of digital component . Generally , a digital component is 
to process requests for digital components by leveraging defined by ( or provided by ) a single provider or source ( e . g . , 
benefits of real - time bidding while preserving properties of an advertiser , publisher , or other component provider ) . Digi 
client - side mediation . Further , the SDKs can be used to 25 tal components can be integrated into ( e . g . , presented in ) an 
collect customized signals at client devices and render electronic document that is provided by an electronic docu 
custom digital components while transacting via real - time ment provider that differs from the digital component pro 
bidding with parallel calls for digital components such as vider . 
custom digital components . Specifically , when an applica FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an example environment 100 
tion issues a request for media content , it is desirable to 30 in which requests for custom digital components are pro 
receive offers for supply of digital components from third cessed . The example environment 100 includes a network 
parties associated with the different SDKs . 102 , such as a local area network ( LAN ) , a wide area 

The details of one or more embodiments of the invention network ( WAN ) , the Internet , or any combination thereof . 
are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the descrip - The network 102 connects client devices 106 , digital com 
tion below . Other features and advantages of the invention 35 ponent servers 110 , and digital component providers 114 . 
will become apparent from the description , the drawings , The example environment 100 may include many different 
and the claims . client devices 106 , digital component servers 110 , and 

digital component providers 114 . 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS A client device 106 is an electronic device that is capable 

40 of requesting and receiving resources , such as digital com 
FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an example environment in ponents , over the network 102 . Example client devices 106 

which requests for custom digital components are processed include personal computers , mobile communication devices , 
FIG . 2 is a flow chart of an example process for process - and other devices that can send and receive data over the 

ing custom digital components . network 102 . A client device 106 typically includes a user 
FIG . 3 is a flow chart of an example process for examining 45 application , such as a web browser , to facilitate the sending 

data fields of a request . and receiving of data over the network 102 , but native 
FIG . 4 is a flow chart of an example process for generating applications executed by the client device 106 can also 

real - time requests . facilitate the sending and receiving of data over the network 
FIG . 5 is a block diagram illustrating example commu - 102 . 

nications with digital component providers . 50 The client devices 106 can include a plurality of SDKs 
FIG . 6 is a block diagram of an example computing installed at each of the client devices 106 . The SDKs can 

system . each correspond to a set of software development tools that 
Like reference numbers and designations in the various enable the creation of applications for a particular platform 

drawings indicate like elements . of the client devices 106 . The SDKs can include source 
55 code , development tools , an emulator , libraries , and the like , 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION to build application for the particular platform . The SDKS 
can be used to generate a request for a digital component 

This document discloses methods , systems , and devices 112 , which is transmitted over the network 102 to the digital 
that are used to process a request for a digital component and component servers 110 . For example , a client device 106 can 
select a particular response to fulfill the request over a 60 use a first SDK installed at the client device 106 to generate 
network . As discussed in more detail below , a first SDK can a request 112 for a custom digital component . 
generate a request for a digital component . The request can The request 112 can include data specifying features such 
be received by a server and examined to identify an appli as a name ( or network location ) of a digital component 
cation that corresponds to the request as well as a list of provider 114 , a name ( or network location ) of the requesting 
SDKs that can support digital component rendering at the 65 device ( e . g . , the client device 106 ) , and / or information that 
application . The request and the information extracted from the digital component servers 110 can use to select a digital 
the request can be used to generate real - time requests by the component to be provided in response to the request 112 . 
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The request 112 is transmitted , by the client device 106 , over from each of the digital component providers 114 for 
the network 102 , ( e . g . , a telecommunications network ) to rendering digital components . The initial request 117 may 
one or more of the digital component servers 110 . The require a response to be provided within a predetermined 
request 112 can also include data specifying other features , period of time . Each of the digital component providers 114 
such as application data indicating an application that initi - 5 may provide a response 118 to the request 117 that includes 
ated the request 112 as well as a set of SDKs that are a bid for a particular digital component . Thus , the single 
installed at the client device 106 . request 117 may be provided to multiple digital component 

The digital component servers 110 , which includes one or providers 114 in an effort to receive a digital component 
more digital component servers , generates multiple real - quickly , that is associated with the highest bidder within the 
time requests 117 for digital components in response to 10 predetermined period of time for the response 118 . In certain 
examining the request 112 and / or using information aspects , the response 118 to the request 117 may optionally 
included in the request 112 . For example , the digital com or additionally include digital components to be rendered , 
ponent servers 110 can examine one or more data fields of such as a digital component markup or a link to a digital 
the request 112 . The data fields can be examined to identify component markup . 
application data specifying a particular application that 15 The digital component providers 114 can include one or 
initiated the request 112 at the client device 106 . Further , the more digital component providers such as third - party digital 
digital component servers 110 can be configured to generate component providers . The digital component providers 
the multiple real - time requests 117 using information 114a - c can be configured to generate responses 118a - c to the 
extracted from the data fields . real - time requests 117 . The responses 118 can include a 

In some examples , the digital component servers 110 can 20 digital component for rendering at the client device 106 . In 
be configured to identify a set of SDKs that are installed in some aspects , the responses 118 can include one or more 
the particular application that initiated the request 112 at the potential digital components for rendering at the client 
client device 106 . Specifically , the digital component servers device 106 . The digital components of the responses 118 can 
110 can identify the set of SDKs based on a mapping of the also include custom digital components . The custom digital 
application data to installed SDKs in a data structure . For 25 components ( e . g . , custom advertisements ) can include cus 
example , the digital component servers 110 can be config - tom creative formats that may be rendered by particular 
ured to identify a set of installed SDKs based on a data SDKs installed at the client device 106 . As such , a custom 
structure that organizes application data to particular SDKs . digital component included in a response 118 may indicate 
Specifically , the data structure can store a mapping of that the custom digital component is required to be rendered 
application data to installed SDKS that are installed in 30 by a SDK other than the first SDK that generated the original 
various applications at the client device 106 . Thus , as the 
digital component servers 110 identify application data The responses 118 can be received by the digital compo 
based on the request 112 , the digital component servers 110 nent servers 110 over the network 102 . The digital compo 
can use a data structure such as a lookup table to map the nent servers 110 can be configured to select a particular 
application data to certain SDKs . 35 response to fulfill the request 112 for the digital component . 

As the application data is mapped to certain SDKs , the For example , the digital component servers 110 may receive 
digital component servers 110 can identify which SDKs are three responses 118a - c that are responsive to the real - time 
installed in one or more applications at the client device 106 . requests 117a - c . A particular response of the three responses 
The digital component servers 110 can also be configured to 118a - c can be selected by the digital component servers 110 
include data specifying the identified set of installed SDKs 40 to transmit to the client device 106 in response to the initial 
in the real - time requests 117 . In some aspects , the data request 112 for the digital component . In some aspects , the 
structure can be a predetermined data structure that is particular response may be selected by the digital compo 
defined prior to the initial request 112 and accessed by the nent servers 110 based on bids associated with each of the 
digital component servers 110 . In other aspects , the digital responses 118a - c . In other aspects , the particular response 
component servers 110 can be configured to generate the 45 may be selected based on specified digital component fea 
data structure using the mapping of application data to tures of the request 112 . 
specified SDKs and applications . The selected response can be transmitted from the digital 

As shown in FIG . 1 , the digital component servers 110 can component servers 110 to the client device 106 over the 
further be configured to transmit the real - time requests 117 network 102 . The selected response can be transmitted as a 
to digital component providers 114 via the network 102 . For 50 reply 120 to the initial request 112 for a digital component . 
example , the digital component servers 110 may generate In certain aspects , the reply 120 can be transmitted to the 
three real - time requests 117a - c and transmit each of the first SDK that generated the request 112 . The reply 120 can 
real - time requests 117a - c , in parallel , to a particular digital include instructions specifying an SDK installed at the client 
component provider 114a - c . In this instance , a first real - time device 106 , other than the first SDK , that is required to 
request 117a may be transmitted to a first digital component 55 render the digital component included in the reply 120 . 
provider 114a , a second real - time request 117b may be In some aspects , the client device 106 executes instruc 
transmitted to a second digital component provider 114b , tions included in the reply 120 . For example , the instructions 
and a third real - time request 117c may be provided to a can be used by the client device 106 to configure and enable 
digital component provider 114c . In certain aspects , a single the rendering of a particular digital component included in 
real - time request 117 is transmitted to multiple , different 60 the reply 120 . In another example , the instructions can be 
digital component providers 114 . For example , the first used to configure and enable the client device 106 to obtain 
real - time request 117a may be transmitted in parallel to the the particular digital component from a corresponding digi 
first digital component provider 114a , the second digital tal component provider 114 . For example , the instructions in 
component provider 114b , and the third digital component the reply 120 can include a network location ( e . g . , a Uniform 
provider 114c . In this instance , a single real - time request 117 65 Resource Locator ( URL ) ) and a script that causes the client 
such as the first real - time request 117a may be transmitted device 106 to transmit a server request ( SR ) 121 to the 
to multiple digital component providers 114 to receive bids corresponding digital component provider 114 to obtain the 
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particular digital component from the digital component In some aspects , the encrypted data is included in the 
provider 114 . In response to the request 121 , the digital real - time requests . The encrypted data can be included in 
component provider 114 can identify the particular digital one or more of the real - time requests in preparation for 
component specified in the server request 121 and transmit transmission to digital component providers . The encrypted 
to the client device 106 , digital component data ( DC Data ) 5 data can be included in a certain real - time request in 
122 that transmits the particular digital component for preparation for transmission to a certain digital component 
rendering to the client device 106 . provider . The certain digital component provider can be a 

FIG . 2 is a flow chart of an example process 200 for digital component provider that is authorized to decrypt the 
processing custom digital components . The process 200 can encrypted data . The encrypted data can be included in the 
be performed by one or more servers or other computing 10 real - time requests , but remain confidential from the digital 
devices . For example , operations of the process 200 can be component servers , to only be decrypted by authorized 
performed by digital component servers 110 of FIG . 1 . digital component providers . For example , the encrypted 
Operations of the process 200 can also be implemented as data can be included in all real - time requests and only 
instructions stored on a non - transitory computer readable decrypted by authorized digital component providers using 
medium , and when the instructions are executed by one or 15 keys . 
more servers ( or other computing devices ) , the instructions At step 208 , the digital component servers transmit each 
cause the one or more servers to perform operations of the real - time request to a corresponding digital component 
process 200 . provider . For example , the digital component providers can 

At step 202 , digital component servers receive a request be third - party component providers . The digital component 
for a digital component that was generated by a first SDK 20 servers can be configured to transmit the real - time requests 
installed at a client device . The request for a digital com - to digital component providers over the network . For 
ponent can include data specifying features such as a name example , the digital component servers may generate three 
( or network location of a digital component provider , a real - time requests and transmit each of the real - time requests 
name ( or network location ) of the requesting device ( e . g . , to one of three particular digital component providers . The 
the client device ) , and / or information that the digital com - 25 real - time requests can be transmitted to the digital compo 
ponent servers can use to select a digital component to be nent providers within a particular amount of time following 
provided in response to the request . The request is received , the receipt of the initial request from the client device . The 
over a network , ( e . g . , a telecommunications network ) by one real - time requests can be transmitted to the third - party 
or more of the digital component servers . The request can digital component providers in series , in parallel , or any 
also include data specifying other features , such as applica - 30 combination thereof . Further , the initial request can indicate 
tion data specifying an application that initiated the request an amount of time in which a digital component is required 
as well as a set of SDKs that are installed at the client device . to be provided to the client device by the digital component 

At step 204 , the digital component servers examine data servers . 
fields of the request . The digital component servers can T he real - time requests can include the encrypted data . For 
examine one or more data fields of the request . The data 35 example , a real - time request including encrypted data can be 
fields can each include different types of data such as generated by the digital component servers and transmitted 
integers , strings , dates , and the like . In some aspects , the to an authorized digital component server without decrypt 
digital component servers are configured to examine the data ing the encrypted data . Thus , the digital component servers 
fields of the request to identify encrypted data of the request . can be configured to prepare the real - time requests and 
The encrypted data can be identified as generated by a 40 direct the real - time requests to digital component providers 
second SDK installed at the client device . The encrypted without compromising the confidentiality of the encrypted 
data can include proprietary signals ( e . g . , proprietary to a data included in the real - time requests . Further , the digital 
provider of the second SDK ) that correspond to previously component servers can be configured to transmit the real 
rendered digital components ( e . g . , previously rendered by time requests that include encrypted data to only authorized 
the second SDK , or within an application that includes the 45 digital component providers . 
second SDK ) . The previously rendered digital components At step 210 , the digital component servers receive a set of 
can be rendered by particular SDKs installed at the client responses to the multiple real - time requests from the corre 
device . The information representing the SDKs can include sponding third - party digital component providers . For 
a plurality of different SDKs as well as a plurality of example , each third - party digital component provider can 
different versions of applications that correspond to the 50 provide a response to the digital component servers . The 
different SDKs . Further , the encrypted data can include data responses can each include a digital component for render 
specific to the client device . For example , the encrypted data ing at the client device . In some aspects , the responses can 
can include accelerometer data representing orientation of include one or more potential digital components for ren 
the client device , accelerometer data representing movement dering at the client device . The digital components of the 
of the client device , location signals representing a geo - 55 responses can include custom digital components . The cus 
graphic location of the client device , and the like . tom digital components can include custom creative formats 
At step 206 , the digital component servers generate mul - that may be rendered by particular SDKs at the client device . 

tiple real - time requests based on the examining of the data As such , a custom digital component included in a response 
fields of the request . The real - time requests can include may indicate that the custom digital component is required 
requests for one or more digital components . The digital 60 to be rendered by a SDK other than the first SDK that 
component servers can be configured to include data speci - generated the original request . 
fying the identified set of installed SDKs in the real - time At step 212 , the digital component servers select a par 
requests . The servers can be configured to generate real - time ticular response from the set of responses to transmit to the 
requests based on the request for the digital component from client device responsive to the request for the digital com 
the SDK . Each of the real - time requests can include infor - 65 ponent . For example , the digital component servers may 
mation such as a set of other SDKs installed in the identified receive three responses that are responsive to the real - time 
application . requests . A particular response of the three responses can be 
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selected by the digital component servers to transmit to the At step 304 , the digital component servers are configured 
client device . In some aspects , the particular response may to examine the data fields of the request to identify encrypted 
be selected by the digital component servers based on data of the request . The encrypted data can be identified as 
selection scores ( e . g . , bids or some other value that can be generated by a second SDK installed at the client device . 
used to rank and / or select a digital component from among 5 The encrypted data can include proprietary signals that 
multiple different available digital components ) associated correspond to previously rendered digital components . The 
with each of the responses . In this instance , the particular previously rendered digital components can be rendered by 
response may correspond to the highest selection score out particular SDKs installed at the client device . As such , 

information representing the SDKs that have been previ of all the received selection scores . In certain aspects , the 
particular response may be selected based on specified " 10 ously used to render digital components can also be included 

in the encrypted data . The information representing the digital component features of the request . In this instance , SDKs can include a plurality of different SDKs as well as a the particular response may include a digital component that plurality of different versions of applications that correspond meets all of the criteria of the initial request from the client to the different SDKs . Further , the encrypted data can 
device . 15 include data specific to the client device . For example , the At step 214 , the digital component servers transmit the encrypted data can include accelerometer data representing particular response to the first SDK with instructions speci orientation of the client device , accelerometer data repre 
fying which SDK installed at the client device is required to senting movement of the client device , location signals 
render a digital component included in the particular representing a geographic location of the client device , and 
response . The selected response can be transmitted from the 20 the like . 
digital component servers to the client device over the FIG . 4 is a flow chart of an example process for generating 
network . The selected response can be transmitted as a reply real - time requests . The process 400 can include a subprocess 
to the initial request for a digital component . In certain for step 206 of the process 200 . The process 400 can be 
aspects , the particular response can be transmitted to the first performed by one or more servers or other computing 
SDK that generated the request . The particular response can 25 devices . For example , operations of the process 400 can be 
include instructions specifying that an SDK other than the performed by digital component servers 110 of FIG . 1 . 
first SDK , is required to render a digital component included Operations of the process 400 can also be implemented as 
in the particular response . In this instance , the SDK other instructions stored on a non - transitory computer readable 
than the first SDK can be a certain SDK , or a SDK that is medium , and when the instructions are executed by one or 
merely different from the first SDK that generated the 30 more servers ( or other computing devices ) , the instructions 
original request . cause the one or more servers to perform operations of the 

In certain aspects , the instructions can specify an appli process 400 . 
cation programming interface ( API ) call to render the digital At step 402 , the digital component servers identify a set 
component included in the particular response . The API call of SDKs that are installed in the particular application that 
can be implemented by the specified SDK at the client 35 initiated the request at the client device . Specifically , the 
device . The API call can include a set of specific operations digital component servers can identify the set of SDKs based 
that an application invokes to perform tasks . As such , the on a mapping of the application data to installed SDKs in a 
API call can include a set of operations to render a digital data structure . In some aspects , the digital component serv 
component via the particular SDK of an application at the ers can be configured to access a mapping of application data 
client device . 40 to installed SDKs . The digital component servers can further 

In some aspects , the instructions can provide control of be configured to identify , within the mapping of application 
the presentation of the digital component to the particular data , the application specified in the application data and a 
SDK . In other words , the particular SDK can be configured version of the application that initiated the request . In this 
to execute the rendering of the digital component at the instance , the digital component servers may identify the set 
client device ( e . g . , using rendering capabilities that the 45 of SDKs that are mapped to the application and the version 
particular SDK has , but that other SDKs installed at the of the application that initiated the initial request for a digital 
client device may not have ) . component . 

FIG . 3 is a flow chart of an example process for examining For example , the digital component servers can be con 
data fields of a request for a digital component . The process figured to identify a set of installed SDKs based on a 
300 can include a subprocess for step 204 of the process 200 . 50 predetermined data structure that classifies application data 
The process 300 can be performed by one or more servers to particular SDKs . Thus , as the digital component servers 
or other computing devices . For example , operations of the identify application data based on the request , the digital 
process 300 can be performed by digital component servers component servers can use a data structure such as a lookup 
110 of FIG . 1 . Operations of the process 300 can also be table to map the application data to certain SDKs . As the 
implemented as instructions stored on a non - transitory com - 55 application data is mapped to certain SDKs , the digital 
puter readable medium , and when the instructions are component servers can identify which SDKs are installed in 
executed by one or more servers ( or other computing the application at the client device . The digital component 
devices ) , the instructions cause the one or more servers to servers can be configured to include data specifying the 
perform operations of the process 300 . identified set of installed SDKs in the real - time requests . 

At step 302 , the digital component servers identify appli - 60 In some aspects , the digital component servers can be 
cation data specifying an application that initiated the configured to generate the mapping of application data to 
request within the data fields . Specifically , the data fields can installed SDKs . In this instance , the digital component 
be examined to identify application data specifying a par servers may identify previous responses that were previ 
ticular application that initiated the request at the client ously provided to a particular version of the application in 
device . The data fields can correspond to a particular appli - 65 response to previous requests that were initiated by the 
cation based on the contents of the data fields as well as the particular version of the application . The previous responses 
types of data fields included in the request . may be identified from a response log stored in a data 
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structure . The digital component servers can be configured digital component providers 530 . In some aspects , the 
to identify a set of multiple different SDKs that were real - time requests 526 are designated for particular digital 
specified in the previous responses . Further , the digital component providers 530a - n . In this instance , the real - time 
component servers can be configured to map each SDK in requests 526 may include encrypted data 523a - n that is 
the set of multiple SDKs to the particular version of the 5 authorized to be decrypted by certain digital component 
application in the data structure . providers 530a - n . As such , the digital component server 520 

At step 404 , the digital component servers include data may generate a plurality of real - time requests 526 that each specifying the set of SDKs that are installed in the applica include encrypted data 523a - n corresponding to select digi tion that initiated the request at the client device in each tal component providers 530a - n . real - time request . The real - time requests may be indepen - 10 The digital component server 520 can include one or more dent from one another . In this instance , each real - time servers that receive and process requests for digital compo request may correspond to a particular digital component nents . For example , the digital component server 520 can provider . The real - time requests may be sent to particular 
digital component providers based on the set of SDKs that include a front end server that receives requests for digital 
are installed in the application that initiated the request at the 15 components and another server that is configured to process 
client device . the request for digital components . In this instance , the front 
At step 406 , the digital component servers include the end server and the another server can be implemented as 

encrypted data in a particular real - time request to a particu separate devices that communicate over a network . As 
lar digital component provider that is authorized to decrypt would be recognized by one of ordinary skill in the art , the 
the encrypted data generated by the second SDK . The 20 front end server and the another server can be integrated as 
encrypted data may be included in one or more real - time a single hardware device , such as a single digital component 
requests . The encrypted data can be the same for each of the server 520 . 
authorized digital component providers . In other aspects , the At event ( C ) , the digital component providers 530 receive 
encrypted data can be exclusive to each of the digital the real - time requests 526 and provide responses 535 to the 
component providers so that the data is only able to be 25 real - time requests 526 . The digital component providers 530 
decrypted by a corresponding , particular digital component can be configured to provide digital components as 
provider . responses 535 to the real - time requests 526 . For example , 

FIG . 5 is a block diagram illustrating example commu - each digital component provider 530a - n may receive a 
nications with digital component providers . As shown at real - time request 526 , and provide a response 535 including 
event ( A ) in FIG . 5 , a client device 510 can submit a request 30 a digital component for rendering at the client device 510 to 
515 for a digital component to a digital component server the digital component server 520 . 
520 . The request 515 can be a request for a custom digital In some aspects , the digital component providers 530 
component . The request 515 can be initiated by a particular receive encrypted data 523a - n included in the real - time 
application of the client device 510 and generated by a first requests 526 . The encrypted data 523a - n can be decrypted 
SDK installed at the client device 510 . The first SDK can be 35 by authorized digital component providers . In this instance , 
one of multiple SDKs installed at the client device 510 and the digital component providers 530 may use decrypted data 
the application can be one of multiple applications installed 532a - n to determine whether to provide responses 535 to the 
at the client device 510 . real - time requests 526 , bid prices to associate with the 
At event ( B ) , the digital component server 520 receives responses 535 , which digital components to return in the 

the request 515 and in response to receiving the request 515 , 40 responses 535 , and the like . As such , the authorized digital 
generates multiple real - time requests 526 . The digital com component providers can be configured to generate 
ponent server 520 can examine data fields of the request 515 responses 535 to the real - time requests 526 using the 
to determine contents of the request 515 as well as infor decrypted data 523a - n that each authorized digital compo 
mation about the client device 510 . The digital component nent provider decrypted , and provide the responses 535 to 
server 520 can be configured to identify application data 521 45 the digital component server 520 . 
by examining the request 515 . The application data 521 can At event ( D ) , the digital component server 520 receives 
be used by the digital component server 520 to identify a the responses 535 from the digital component providers 530 
particular application that initiated the request 515 . The and selects a particular response to transmit to the client 
application data 521 can further be used by the digital device 510 . The digital component server 520 can select the 
component server 520 to identify a set of installed SDKs 522 50 particular response for rendering by an SDK that is installed 
at the client device 510 . at the client device 510 . In some aspects , the particular 

The digital component server 520 may generate the response may be selected by the digital component server 
multiple real - time requests 526 in lieu of the request 515 520 based on bids associated with each of the responses 535 . 
generated by the client device 510 . In this instance , the In other aspects , the particular response may be selected 
digital component server 520 can be configured to generate 55 based on specified digital component features of the initial 
the multiple real - time requests 526 on behalf of the client request 515 . 
device 510 . The selected response can be transmitted from the digital 

In certain aspects , the digital component server 520 can component server 520 to the client device 510 as digital 
examine the request 515 to identify encrypted data that was component data 528 . The digital component data 528 can be 
generated by a second SDK installed at the client device 60 provided as a reply to the initial request 515 for a digital 
510 . The encrypted data can correspond to previous requests component . In certain aspects , the digital component data 
515 , previously rendered digital components , SDKs used to 528 can be transmitted to the first SDK that generated the 
render digital components , data collected at the time the request 515 at the client device 510 . The digital component 
request 515 is generated , data collected at the time the data 528 can include instructions specifying another SDK 
real - time requests 526 are generated , and the like . 65 installed at the client device 510 , other than the first SDK , 

The digital component server 520 can be configured to that is required to render a digital component corresponding 
generate one or more real - time requests 526 to provide to to the digital component data 528 . 
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FIG . 6 is a block diagram of an example computing storage substrate , a memory device , a composition of matter 
system 600 that can be used to perform operations described affecting a machine - readable propagated signal , or a com 
above . The system 600 includes a processor 610 , a memory bination of one or more of them . The term “ data processing 
620 , a storage device 630 , and an input / output device 640 . apparatus ” encompasses all apparatus , devices , and 
Each of the components 610 , 620 , 630 , and 640 can be 5 machines for processing data , including by way of example 
interconnected , for example , using a system bus 650 . The a programmable processor , a computer , or multiple proces 
processor 610 is capable of processing instructions for s ors or computers . The apparatus can include , in addition to 
execution within the system 600 . In one implementation , the hardware , code that creates an execution environment for the 
processor 610 is a single - threaded processor . In another computer program in question , e . g . , code that constitutes 
implementation , the processor 610 is a multi - threaded pro - 10 processor firmware , a protocol stack , a database manage 
cessor . The processor 610 is capable of processing instruc - ment system , an operating system , or a combination of one 
tions stored in the memory 620 or on the storage device 630 . or more of them . A propagated signal is an artificially 

The memory 620 stores information within the system generated signal , e . g . , a machine - generated electrical , opti 
600 . In one implementation , the memory 620 is a computer - cal , or electromagnetic signal that is generated to encode 
readable medium . In one implementation , the memory 620 15 information for transmission to suitable receiver apparatus . 
is a volatile memory unit . In another implementation , the computer program ( also known as a program , software , 
memory 620 is a non - volatile memory unit . software application , script , or code ) can be written in any 

The storage device 630 is capable of providing mass form of programming language , including compiled or 
storage for the system 600 . In one implementation , the interpreted languages , and it can be deployed in any form , 
storage device 630 is a computer - readable medium . In 20 including as a standalone program or as a module , compo 
various different implementations , the storage device 630 nent , subroutine , or other unit suitable for use in a computing 
can include , for example , a hard disk device , an optical disk environment . A computer program does not necessarily 
device , a storage device that is shared over a network by correspond to a file in a file system . A program can be stored 
multiple computing devices ( e . g . , a cloud storage device ) , or in a portion of a file that holds other programs or data ( e . g . , 
some other large capacity storage device . 25 one or more scripts stored in a markup language document ) , 

The input / output device 640 provides input / output opera - in a single file dedicated to the program in question , or in 
tions for the system 600 . In one implementation , the input multiple coordinated files ( e . g . , files that store one or more 
output device 640 can include one or more of a network modules , sub programs , or portions of code ) . A computer 
interface device , e . g . , an Ethernet card , a serial communi - program can be deployed to be executed on one computer or 
cation device , e . g . , and RS - 232 port , and / or a wireless 30 on multiple computers that are located at one site or dis 
interface device , e . g . , an 802 . 11 card . In another implemen - tributed across multiple sites and interconnected by a com 
tation , the input / output device can include driver devices munication network . 
configured to receive input data and send output data to other The processes and logic flows described in this specifi 
input / output devices , e . g . , keyboard , printer and display cation can be performed by one or more programmable 
devices 560 . Other implementations , however , can also be 35 processors executing one or more computer programs to 
used , such as mobile computing devices , mobile communi - perform functions by operating on input data and generating 
cation devices , set - top box television client devices , etc . output . The processes and logic flows can also be performed 

Although an example processing system has been by , and apparatus can also be implemented as , special 
described in FIG . 6 , implementations of the subject matter purpose logic circuitry , e . g . , an FPGA ( field programmable 
and the functional operations described in this specification 40 gate array ) or an ASIC ( application specific integrated 
can be implemented in other types of digital electronic circuit ) . 
circuitry , or in computer software , firmware , or hardware , Processors suitable for the execution of a computer pro 
including the structures disclosed in this specification and gram include , by way of example , both general and special 
their structural equivalents , or in combinations of one or purpose microprocessors , and any one or more processors of 
more of them . 45 any kind of digital computer . Generally , a processor will 

An electronic document may , but need not , correspond to receive instructions and data from a read only memory or a 
a file . A document may be stored in a portion of a file that random access memory or both . The essential elements of a 
holds other documents , in a single file dedicated to the computer are a processor for performing instructions and 
document in question , or in multiple coordinated files . one or more memory devices for storing instructions and 

A number of implementations have been described . Nev - 50 data . Generally , a computer will also include , or be opera 
ertheless , it will be understood that various modifications tively coupled to receive data from or transfer data to , or 
may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of both , one or more mass storage devices for storing data , e . g . , 
the disclosure . For example , various forms of the flows magnetic , magneto optical disks , or optical disks . However , 
shown above may be used , with steps re - ordered , added , or a computer need not have such devices . Moreover , a com 
removed . 55 puter can be embedded in another device , e . g . , a tablet 

Embodiments of the invention and all of the functional computer , a mobile telephone , a personal digital assistant 
operations described in this specification can be imple ( PDA ) , a mobile audio player , a Global Positioning System 
mented in digital electronic circuitry , or in computer soft - ( GPS ) receiver , to name just a few . Computer readable 
ware , firmware , or hardware , including the structures dis - media suitable for storing computer program instructions 
closed in this specification and their structural equivalents , 60 and data include all forms of nonvolatile memory , media and 
or in combinations of one or more of them . Embodiments of memory devices , including by way of example semiconduc 
the invention can be implemented as one or more computer tor memory devices , e . g . , EPROM , EEPROM , and flash 
program products , e . g . , one or more modules of computer memory devices ; magnetic disks , e . g . , internal hard disks or 
program instructions encoded on a computer readable removable disks ; magneto optical disks ; and CD ROM and 
medium for execution by , or to control the operation of , data 65 DVD - ROM disks . The processor and the memory can be 
processing apparatus . The computer readable medium can supplemented by , or incorporated in , special purpose logic 
be a machine - readable storage device , a machine - readable circuitry . 
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To provide for interaction with a user , embodiments of the Particular embodiments of the invention have been 

invention can be implemented on a computer having a described . Other embodiments are within the scope of the 
display device , e . g . , a CRT ( cathode ray tube ) or LCD following claims . For example , the steps recited in the 
( liquid crystal display ) monitor , for displaying information claims can be performed in a different order and still achieve 
to the user and a keyboard and a pointing device , e . g . , a 5 desirable results . 
mouse or a trackball , by which the user can provide input to 
the computer . Other kinds of devices can be used to provide The invention claimed is : 
for interaction with a user as well ; for example , feedback 1 . A system , comprising : 

provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback , a data structure storing a mapping of application data to 
e . g . , visual feedback , auditory feedback , or tactile feedback ; 10 installed software development kits ( SDKs ) that are 
and input from the user can be received in any form , installed in various applications ; 

a front - end server that receives , from a client device , a including acoustic , speech , or tactile input . request for a digital component that was generated by 
Embodiments of the invention can be implemented in a a first SDK installed at the client device ; and computing system that includes a back end component , e . g . , 15 ponent , 6 . 8 . , 15 a custom digital component server that processes the 

as a data server , or that includes a middleware component , request by performing operations including : 
e . g . , an application server , or that includes a front end receiving , from the client device , the request for the 
component , e . g . , a client computer having a graphical user digital component that was generated by the first SDK 
interface or a Web browser through which a user can interact installed at the client device ; 
with an implementation of the invention , or any combination 20 examining one or more data fields of the request , 
of one or more such back end , middleware , or front end including : 
components . The components of the system can be inter identifying , within the one or more data fields , 
connected by any form or medium of digital data commu application data specifying an application that 
nication , e . g . , a communication network . Examples of com initiated the request at the client device ; and 
munication networks include a local area network ( “ LAN ” ) 25 identifying , within the one or more data fields , 
and a wide area network ( “ WAN ” ) , e . g . , the Internet . encrypted data that was generated and encrypted 

The computing system can include clients and servers . A by a second SDK installed at the client device and 
client and server are generally remote from each other and included in the request generated by the first SDK ; 
typically interact through a communication network . The generating multiple real - time requests including : 
relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer 30 identifying , based on the mapping of application data 
programs running on the respective computers and having a to installed SDKs in the data structure , a set of 
client - server relationship to each other . SDKs that are installed in the application that 

While this specification contains many specifics , these initiated the request at the client device ; 
should not be construed as limitations on the scope of the including , in each real - time request , data specifying 
invention or of what may be claimed , but rather as descrip - 35 the set of SDKs that are installed in the application 
tions of features specific to particular embodiments of the that initiated the request at the client device ; and 
invention . Certain features that are described in this speci including the encrypted data in a particular real - time 
fication in the context of separate embodiments can also be request to a particular third - party that is authorized 
implemented in combination in a single embodiment . Con to decrypt the encrypted data generated by the 
versely , various features that are described in the context of 40 second SDK ; 
a single embodiment can also be implemented in multiple transmitting , over a network , each real - time request to 
embodiments separately or in any suitable subcombination . a corresponding third - party digital component pro 
Moreover , although features may be described above as vider ; and 
acting in certain combinations and even initially claimed as receiving a set of responses to the multiple real - time 
such , one or more features from a claimed combination can 45 requests from the corresponding third party digital 
in some cases be excised from the combination , and the component providers ; 
claimed combination may be directed to a subcombination selecting a particular response from the set of responses 
or variation of a subcombination . to transmit to the client device responsive to the 

Similarly , while operations are depicted in the drawings in request for the digital component ; and 
a particular order , this should not be understood as requiring 50 transmitting the particular response to the first SDK 
that such operations be performed in the particular order with instructions specifying which SDK installed at 
shown or in sequential order , or that all illustrated operations the client device is required to render a digital 
be performed , to achieve desirable results . In certain cir component included in the particular response . 
cumstances , multitasking and parallel processing may be 2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein identifying the set of 
advantageous . Moreover , the separation of various system 55 SDKs that are installed in the application that initiated the 
components in the embodiments described above should not request comprises : 
be understood as requiring such separation in all embodi accessing the mapping of application data to installed 
ments , and it should be understood that the described SDKs ; 
program components and systems can generally be inte identifying , within the mapping , the application specified 
grated together in a single software product or packaged into 60 in the application data and a version of the application 
multiple software products . that initiated the request ; 

In each instance where an HTML file is mentioned , other identifying the set of SDKs that are mapped to the 
file types or formats may be substituted . For instance , an application and the version of the application that 
HTML file may be replaced by an XML , JSON , plain text , initiated the request . 
or other types of files . Moreover , where a table or hash table 65 3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein the operations further 
is mentioned , other data structures ( such as spreadsheets , comprise generating the mapping of application data to 
relational databases , or structured files ) may be used . installed SDKs , including : 
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identifying , from a response log stored in the data struc including the encrypted data in a particular real - time 

ture , previous responses that were previously provided request to a particular third - party that is authorized to 
to the version of the application in response to previous decrypt the encrypted data generated by the second 
requests that were initiated by the version of the SDK ; application ; transmitting , over a network by the one or more custom 

identifying , from the previous responses , a set of multiple digital component servers , each real - time request to a 
different SDKs that were specified in the previous corresponding third - party digital component provider ; responses ; and and mapping each SDK in the set of multiple different SDKs receiving , by the one or more custom digital component to the version of the application in the data structure . 10 servers , a set of responses to the multiple real - time 4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein transmitting the par requests from the corresponding third party digital ticular response to the first SDK with instructions specifying 

which SDK installed at the client device is required to render component providers ; 
the digital component included in the particular response selecting , by the one or more custom digital component 
comprises transmitting instructions specifying an applica - 15 servers , a particular response from the set of responses 
tion program interface ( API ) call to render the digital to transmit to the client device responsive to the request 
component included in the particular response . for the digital component ; and 

5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein transmitting , over a transmitting , by the one or more custom digital compo 
network , each real - time request to a corresponding third nent servers , the particular response to the first SDK 
party digital component provider comprises transmitting the 20 with instructions specifying which SDK installed at the 
particular real - time request to the particular third - party client device is required to render a digital component 
digital component provider without decrypting the included in the particular response . 
encrypted data . 9 . The method of claim 8 , wherein identifying a set of 

6 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the operations further SDKs that are installed in the application that initiated the 
includes : providing a particular custom digital component 25 request comprises : 
associated with the particular response for presentation by a accessing the mapping of application data to installed 
particular SDK in an electronic document at the client SDKs ; 
device . identifying , within the mapping , the application specified 

7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein : in the application data and a version of the application 
transmitting each real - time request to a corresponding 30 that initiated the request ; 

third - party digital component provider comprises not identifying the set of SDKs that are mapped to the 
transmitting the particular real - time request to third application and the version of the application that 
parties that are not authorized to decrypt the encrypted initiated the request . 
data generated by the second SDK ; 10 . The method of claim 9 , further comprising generating 

receiving the set of responses to the multiple real - time 35 the mapping of application data to installed SDKs , includ 
requests from the corresponding third party digital ing : 
component providers comprises receiving a given identifying , from a response log stored in a data structure , 
response in the set specifies a particular SDK , other previous responses that were previously provided to the 
than the first SDK , that is required to render a particular version of the application in response to previous 
digital component included in the given response ; and 40 requests that were initiated by the version of the 

transmitting the given response as the particular response , application ; 
wherein the particular SDK is required to render the identifying , from the previous responses , a set of multiple 
particular digital component included in the given different SDKs that were specified in the previous 
response . responses ; and 

8 . A method , comprising : 45 mapping each SDK in the set of multiple different SDKS 
receiving , from a client device , a request for a digital to the version of the application in the data structure . 
component that was generated by a first software 11 . The method of claim 8 , wherein transmitting the 
development kit ( SDK ) installed at the client device ; particular response to the first SDK with instructions speci 

examining , by one or more custom digital component fying which SDK installed at the client device is required to 
servers , one or more data fields of the request , includ - 50 render a digital component included in the particular 
ing : response comprises transmitting instructions specifying an 
identifying , within the one or more data fields , appli - application program interface ( API ) call to render the digital 

cation data specifying an application that initiated component included in the particular response . 
the request at the client device ; and 12 . The method of claim 8 , wherein transmitting , over a 

identifying , within the one or more data fields , 55 network by the one or more custom digital component 
encrypted data that was generated and encrypted by servers , each real - time request to a corresponding third party 
a second SDK installed at the client device and digital component provider comprises transmitting the par 
included in the request generated by the first SDK ; ticular real - time request to the particular third - party digital 

generating , by the one or more custom digital component component provider without decrypting the encrypted data . 
servers , multiple real - time requests including : 60 13 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising : providing 
identifying , based on a mapping of application data to a particular custom digital component associated with the 

installed SDKs in a data structure , a set of SDKs that particular response for presentation by a particular SDK in 
are installed in the application that initiated the an electronic document at the client device . 
request at the client device ; 14 . The method of claim 8 , wherein : 

including , in each real - time request , data specifying the 65 transmitting each real - time request to a corresponding 
set of SDKs that are installed in the application that third - party digital component provider comprises not 
initiated the request at the client device ; and transmitting the particular real - time request to third 
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parties that are not authorized to decrypt the encrypted 
data generated by the second SDK ; 

receiving the set of responses to the multiple real - time 
requests from the corresponding third party digital 
component providers comprises receiving a given 5 
response in the set specifies a particular SDK , other 
than the first SDK , that is required to render a particular 
digital component included in the given response ; and 

transmitting the given response as the particular response , 
wherein the particular SDK is required to render the 10 
particular digital component included in the given 
response . 

15 . A non - transitory computer storage medium encoded 
with a computer program , the program comprising instruc 
tions that when executed by data processing apparatus cause 15 
the data processing apparatus to perform operations com 
prising : 

receiving , from a client device , a request for a digital 
component that was generated by a first software 
development kit ( SDK ) installed at the client device ; 20 

examining one or more data fields of the request , includ 
ing : 
identifying , within the one or more data fields , appli 

cation data specifying an application that initiated 
the request at the client device ; and 25 

identifying , within the one or more data fields , 
encrypted data that was generated and encrypted by 
a second SDK installed at the client device and 
included in the request generated by the first SDK ; 

generating multiple real - time requests including : 
identifying , based on a mapping of application data to 

installed SDKs in a data structure , a set of SDKs that 
are installed in the application that initiated the 
request at the client device ; 

including , in each real - time request , data specifying the 35 
set of SDKs that are installed in the application that 
initiated the request at the client device ; and 

including the encrypted data in a particular real - time 
request to a particular third - party that is authorized to 
decrypt the encrypted data generated by the second 40 
SDK ; 

transmitting , over a network , each real - time request to a 
corresponding third - party digital component provider ; 
and 

receiving a set of responses to the multiple real - time 45 
requests from the corresponding third party digital 
component providers ; 

selecting a particular response from the set of responses to 
transmit to the client device responsive to the request 
for the digital component ; and 

transmitting the particular response to the first SDK with 
instructions specifying which SDK installed at the 
client device is required to render a digital component 
included in the particular response . 

16 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein identifying a set of SDKs that are installed 
in the application that initiated the request comprises : 

accessing the mapping of application data to installed 
SDKs ; 

identifying , within the mapping , the application specified 
in the application data and a version of the application 
that initiated the request ; 

identifying the set of SDKs that are mapped to the 
application and the version of the application that 
initiated the request . 

17 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 16 , further comprising generating the mapping of 
application data to installed SDKs , including : 

identifying , from a response log stored in a data structure , 
previous responses that were previously provided to the 
version of the application in response to previous 
requests that were initiated by the version of the 
application ; 

identifying , from the previous responses , a set of multiple 
different SDKs that were specified in the previous 
responses ; and 

mapping each SDK in the set of multiple different SDKs 
to the version of the application in the data structure . 

18 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein transmitting the particular response to the 
first SDK with instructions specifying which SDK installed 
at the client device is required to render a digital component 
included in the particular response comprises transmitting 
instructions specifying an application program interface 
( API ) call to render the digital component included in the 
particular response . 

19 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein transmitting , over a network , each real 
time request to a corresponding third party digital compo 
nent provider comprises transmitting the particular real - time 
request to the particular third - party digital component pro 
vider without decrypting the encrypted data . 

20 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the operations further comprise : provid 
ing a particular custom digital component associated with 
the particular response for presentation by a particular SDK 
in an electronic document at the client device . 

30 
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